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Cornerstone MFT Server
Events Management
High-end server software exists to improve efficiency in an enterprise environment. Cornerstone’s Events
Management allows you to set up a variety of automated actions on your server. A simple configuration
process sets up your server to do the work for you, from forwarding uploaded files to backup servers to
blocking hacking attempts—events management is a powerful and diverse feature.
Cornerstone MFT events management can be configured to launch processes, send notifications or submit
files to workflow systems. This is crucial for insight into server activity, and as a result, security.

Cornerstone MFT Events
Flagging a Server Start

Creating Single-Use Accounts

Events Management can be used to signal
Cornerstone to flag a server start. When a server
is started by someone, an email can be sent to the
administrator to alert them to this action.

Assign users a single-use account that will expire
immediately after use. Previously, limited-time
accounts were created by setting an account to
expire after a set number of days. You can still
create time-limited accounts, but for a more efficient and truly single-time use account, events
management is your key.

Logging Events
Cornerstone allows you to create a log of every
event on the server. The ability to record all
events on the server keeps the server secure and
keeps administrators informed so they can focus
on more important things.

Creating Server Logs
This simple Event Handler allows you to create a
custom log for each user account that will access
the server. Every event caused by this user will
become a custom log message written to that
user’s log file.

Using Events to Thwart Hackers
Unauthorized users or hackers attempting to
guess usernames and passwords in order to gain
access are some of the most common dangers
to servers. Cornerstone MFT Event Management
can help thwart them by detecting invalid user
attempts. Cornerstone MFT will kick that connection from the server and ban future access from
the client IP address, while also sending an alert
email to the admin.
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How does it work?

A Trigger Event Happens on the Server
• User action
• Sheduled time elapses
• Server action
• File or folder accessed

Cornerstone
The Server Responds According to the
Configured Event Handler
• Stop the action
• Disable and/or ban IPs or user accounts
• Forward files and folders
• Encrypt or Decrypt data
• Trigger logging
• Send notifications to users or administrators
• Run a file or script

South River Technologies is an innovator in secure file management software. More than 90,000 customers in 140 countries use SRT’s software
to make remote file access and collaboration more efficient for their customers, partners, and workforce.
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